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THE PLATES THAT PRODUCED THE MOST
avidly collected early small note varieties owe their
origin to resource conservation, most of which
occurred during World War II.

The term salvaged plate coined here is a broad classification that encom-
passes these plates.  Most salvaged plates were objects used to make production
plates that were converted into production plates.  Others were deliberately
bypassed production plates or possibly even plate numbers in the plate inventory
that were resurrected.

These objects were destined for eventual destruction but were salvaged as
an economy measure.  Be forewarned that a one-size-fits-all explanation does not
apply here.

Table 1 is a list of them.  The list encompasses all the traditionally defined
late-finished plates plus $5 micro backs 629 and 637.  $5 micro back 637 was, in
fact, a late-finished plate.

A late-finished legal tender $5 1928B face, plate 147, is included on the
list.  This previously undocumented plate is the only late-finished legal tender plate
that was made, but sadly it never was sent to press.

This article is a new take on a suite of plates that is familiar to serious small
size currency collectors because the plates created a host of popular varieties.  Our
objective is not to delve into the taxonomy of the varieties, but rather to explain
what caused these plates to be set apart from their siblings in order that they could
create unusual varieties.  The technical considerations that we will develop caused
the plates to be used long after their plate numbers were assigned to them, which is
why collectors discovered them decades ago.

There are exceptions, but the typical pattern on Table 1 is plates that were
begun during 1934-6 and finished in 1942-4.  The thing that distinguished them is
that their low plate serial numbers were radically out of character with those on the
presses when they were being used.  As a result many created exotic mule varieties.
We will not repeat explanations of what constitutes a late-finished or mule note
because that information already is known to most of you and is readily found in
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current small note catalogs, foremost being the Schwartz-Lindquist Standard Guide
to Small-Size U. S. Paper Money.

Salvage Program

Most of the salvaged plates were masters that were fabricated into produc-
tion plates so that they could be used to print notes.  One of the salvaged plates was a
finished plate that had never been sent to press until 14 years after it was made.  The
salvaging of another may have involved the resurrection of a plate serial number that
had been bypassed.

Salvaging of bypassed plates and conversion of masters into printing plates
obviously was an outgrowth of resource conservation efforts.  It is no surprise that
plate salvaging reached its zenith during World War II.  The Bureau of Engraving
and Printing experienced the same commodity shortages as everyone else during the
wartime economy so resource conservation procedures were instituted to aid the war
effort.  Salvaging plates served this end.

Master Plates

Two types of master plates are listed on Table 1, steel plates and iron elec-
trolytic bassos.  Their creation differed radically.  

When a new design came along, such as a face with new Treasury signatures,
the technology in use during the early small note era required fabrication of a new
master die.  The die had all the generic intaglio elements except the plate serial num-
bers.  Face dies even had the series letter if there was one.

A transfer roll, consisting of a cylinder of soft steel, was rocked back and
forth over the hardened die until it picked up the intaglio image, which stood in
relief on its surface.  After hardening, the roll in turn was used to lay the image as
many times as required into a flat steel master plate in an operation called a transfer.

Silver Certificate $10 Series of 1934A plates 86 and 87 on Table 1 were steel
masters that contained 12 subjects that required twelve transfers from the roll.  It was
necessary to etch the plate serial numbers onto each subject when those masters were
converted into printing plates.

The other masters on Table 1 were electrolytic bassos.  These objects were
duplicated from steel masters.  The steel master was submerged in an electrolytic
solution where an alto was created on its surface by means of electrolytic deposition
of an initial thin layer of nickel and then a successive thick deposit of iron onto its
surface.  The alto was a perfect mold of the intaglio master, wherein the intaglio ele-
ments stood in relief on its surface.
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The alto was separated from the master, and in turn submerged in the elec-
trolytic solution where through the same process it was used to create an object
called a basso.  The intaglio image on the basso was an exact replica of that on the
steel master plate.

Figure 1.  A siderographer is using a steel transfer roll to lay in an intaglio image from the roll onto a flat plate.  This process was used to
made steel master plates.  (BEP photo)
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Bassos were fabricated into production plates by fitting them with a ridged
backing and etching plate serial numbers into each subject.  However, some bassos
were employed as masters that served as molds from which additional altos could be
fabricated. Those altos went on to produce numerous additional bassos which were
fabricated into production plates.

Clearly, altos could be made from both steel masters and master bassos, so a
fair question is why make master bassos.  The explanation is that their surfaces were
nickel so it was easier to separate altos made from them than to separate altos from
steel masters.

The only difference between the images on a basso and those on production
plates was that there were no plate serial numbers etched into the surface of the
basso.  The salvaged master bassos listed on Table 1 were converted into printing
plates through the addition of plate serial numbers and attachment to rigid backings.

$10 SC 1934A Faces 86 & 87
Series of 1934A Silver Certificate $10 face plates 86 and 87 were the first of

the late-finished plates to be completed and used, events that predated World War II.
They carried plate serial numbers that appeared to be of Series of 1934 vintage
because the last Series of 1934 face plate was number 127.  The fact is, plates 86 and
87 represented a special situation.

$10 Silver Certificates were a low-demand item prior to 1938.  In fact, there
had been a hiatus of more than two and a half years in the manufacture of $10 Silver
Certificate face plates that lasted from August 1935 to March 1938.  By 1938 the
decision had been made to use macro plate serial numbers, so Series of 1934A mas-
ters were required.  Plates 86 and 87 were the designated masters.  Both were steel
masters laid in respectively in January and February 1938 using roll transfer technol-
ogy from the new $10 Series of 1934A die.  The effort attending them was given low
priority.

Suddenly huge orders for $10 Silver Certificates started to arrive driven by
the enormous buildup of Silver Certificate circulation launched by the New Deal
Treasury.  Bureau personnel responded in the only practical way they could.  They
already had Series of 1934 altos on hand, so they fell back on them to crank out iron
electrolytic production plates 88 through 127, all of which were begun during the
two week period inclusive of March 2-16, 1938.

$10 Silver Certificate face plate production then resumed well after the
crush was over in February 1939.  By then they had 1934A altos from 86 and 87 so
they produced electrolytic 1934A face plates from then on.  In the meantime, 87 was
converted into a production plate in September 1938.  This was followed by the con-
version of 86 in 1940.  Macro plate serial numbers were added to them during the
conversions, but they already were dated 1934A because that was on the master die
from which they were made, and the reason for making them in the first place.

Figure 2.  Top right note from the
certified proof of $10 1934A Silver
Certificate plate 87.  Margin mark-
ings are as follows:  three open cir-
cles flag the plate as special, in this
case as a steel master, CS = chrome
plated steel plate, F = finished,
138195 = plate number.  (National
Numismatic Collection photo)
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Plates 86 and 87 certainly qualify as salvaged plates and also define the con-
cept of late-finished plates.  Their handling may have set the precedent for the con-
version of masters into production plates that was followed during World War II.

$5 Micro Backs 629 & 637

$5 micro backs 629 and 637 hold special allure for collectors because they
produced a plethora of unusual mule varieties.  Plate 637 even produced some exotic
non-mules.  Plate 637 was a master basso that was converted into a printing plate in
1944 and sent to press between 1945 and 1949.  In contrast, 629 was an unused reg-
ular printing plate finished in 1933 that was accidentally sent to press between
November 1947 and February 1948, coincidentally when 637 happened to be out of
service for repairs.

The two plates are inextricably linked and their story is fascinating.  The
tale revolves around a technicality.  The vertical separation between the subjects on
plates was increased in 1934 to reduce spoilage caused by tight margins.  The plates
with the wider spacing were called new gauge by Bureau of Engraving and Printing
personnel.

The last old gauge $5 back plate was 629.  Old gauge $5 backs continued to
be used until the end of January 1936.  However, old gauge backs 576 through 629
never saw service.  All, except 629, were canceled as obsolete on April 1, 1937.  Plate
629 was saved as the last of its kind.

The first new gauge $5 back plate was 630, a steel master plate that was
completed on December 4, 1934.  It was used to create alto 1216 that in turn was
used to make master basso 637.  Master basso 637 was used to make numerous altos,
which in turn were used to make innumerable working plates.  637 was saved and
used as a master basso for years.

Ultimately 637 was converted into a production plate in 1944 and sent to

Figure 3.  $5 backs where the margin
codes tell the story.  Top is plate 629 -
EI designates it as a conventional iron
electrolytic plate.  Middle is 630 - CS
indicates it was a steel plate that was
chromed and the diamond reveals
that it was a master.  Bottom is 637 -
CI indicates it was an iron electrolytic
plate that was chromed.  629 was the
last old gauge $5 plate.  630 was the
new gauge steel $5 master.  637 was
a master basso made from alto 1216,
which was made from 630.  Plate ser-
ial numbers were added and the
plates chrome plated when 630 and
637 were converted into production
plates.  (National Numismatic
Collection photo)
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press in 1945.  Plate serial number 637 was etched into its subjects at that time.
Whoever did the etching job replicated the micro size of the numbers in use in 1935
when 637 was assigned to the plate.

Plate 637 was taken out of service for reentry during November 1947.
Reentry is the process where a steel roll was used to refurbish worn details.  It was
returned to service in February 1948.  In the meantime the custodian of the plate
vault sent 629 to press.  This was a mistake because 629 was an obsolete old gauge
plate.  629 was removed from service for reentry in February 1948. Someone recog-
nized that it was an old gauge plate after it had been reentered, so it was canceled
before it could be sent to press again.

$20 back 204

The history of late-finished $20 back plate 204 closely parallels $5 micro
back 637, except the plate serial number was etched into it using then current macro
numbers.  The number 204 was unambiguously from the micro range because 318
was the first regular macro, so notes bearing 204 have been recognized and collected
as oddities for decades.

This is how it was created.  The first new gauge $20 back plate was steel
master 203, made at the end of 1934.  Plate 204 was an iron electrolytic master basso
duplicated from 203.  Basso master 204 probably was used to make altos for produc-
tion plates.

It was converted into a production plate in 1944 at which time the plate ser-
ial numbers were added.  Thereafter it saw extensive use through 1946.  It created
late-finished Series of 1934, 1934A and 1934B $20 Federal Reserve Notes for many
districts.

Write the Editor and speak your mind

Figure 4.  $20 backs 203 and 204.
Top is plate 203 - CS indicates it was
a steel plate that was chromed and
the diamond reveals that it was a
master.  Bottom is 204 - CI indicates
it was an iron electrolytic plate that
was chromed.  203 was a new gauge
steel master.  204 was a master basso
made from 203.  (National
Numismatic Collection photo)
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$1 Back 470

The entry for $1 back 470 in the plate history ledger is unremarkable.  It is
listed as an iron electrolytic plate identical to its siblings.  However, the proof from
the plate reveals that it was anything but typical.  Unlike its siblings, three open cir-
cles appear in the upper margin along with a banner declaring it to be Series 1935.
The latter is a designate for plates with micro plate serials.  The open circles were
used to flag several masters during that era.

We conclude that 470 was a master basso made in 1936 that was converted
into a printing plate in 1943.  The plate serial numbers on the subjects support this
because they are of an unusual intermediate size.  They hint that whoever etched
them onto the plate in 1943 unsuccessfully attempted to mimic the micro numbers
that were current when 470 was assigned to the plate in 1936.

Figure 5.  $1 backs 469 and 470.  Top
is plate 469 where EI reveals that it
was a conventional iron electrolytic
plate typical of plates made at that
time.  469 is shown for comparison
purposes.  Bottom is 470, also an iron
electrolytic plate, but notice the three
open circles that flag is as something
special where in this case it was used
as a master basso.  470 has the only
Series 1935 label on plates of this vin-
tage.  (National Numismatic
Collection photo)
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$5 1928B LT 147

Co-author Yakes discovered a most interesting previously undocumented
late-finished plate as he searched the legal tender entries in a plate history ledger.  It
was $5 Series of 1928B face 147, the only late-finished legal tender plate made.

Its story also involves the changeover from old to new gauge plates.  The
first new gauge $5 Series of 1928B face plate was steel master 146, which was made
in 1936.  An alto was made from it and used at the time to produce iron electrolytic
master basso 147.  Like $20 back 204, master basso 147 probably was used to pro-
duce altos used to produce new gauge production plates.  Basso 147 remained in
inventory until September 1943 when someone discovered it and deemed it to be
salvageable.  It was dutifully converted into a printing plate by adding a stiff backing
added and the plate serial numbers.

Whoever etched the plate serial numbers unsuccessfully attempted to mimic
the micro plate serial numbers that were consistent with its 1936 number just as had
been done four months before with $1 back 470.  The numbers came out in the
same peculiar intermediate size as on 470.

It was ready to go to press.  But then someone realized that no 1928B $5
faces had been used since May, 1939.  It was deemed obsolete and eventually can-
celed unused on December 31, 1946.  What a lost opportunity!

Figure 6. $5 legal tender $5 1928B
faces 146 and 147.  Top plate is 146
- CS indicates it was a steel plate that
was chromed.  It was the new gauge
steel $5 master for the series.  Bottom
is 147 - EI designates it as an iron
electrolytic plate.  147 was, in fact, a
basso master duplicated from 146.  It
was converted into a printing plate in
1943 and would have been the only
late-finished legal tender plate made.
However someone realized that it
was an obsolete design so the plate
was canceled before being used.
(National Numismatic Collection
photo)

Figure 7.  There is nothing in the
plate history ledgers or margins of the
certified proof to indicate that $5
Series of 1934A Silver Certificate face
307 is anything other than a conven-
tional iron electrolytic plate.  The fact
that it was made in 1942 six years
after plate serial number 307 was
assigned leads us to speculate that it
represents a case where the old num-
ber was simply resurrected.  We have
misgivings about this interpretation.
(National Numismatic Collection
photo)
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$5 SC 1934A Face 307

Silver Certificate 1934A face 307 (opposite) is enigmatic.  The plate serial
number was assigned in 1936 during the Series of 1934 era, yet the plate was made
as an iron electro in 1942 from a Series of 1934A alto.  Conventional macro plate
serial numbers were etched into it.  We have been unable to developed definitive
information pertaining to its manufacture.

It appears that although the plate and plate serial number were assigned in
1936, the plate wasn’t made until 1942.  If our current interpretation is correct, it
technically was not a late-finished plate!  Rather it was a plate made in 1942 that car-
ried a decidedly old plate serial number!

Generally, bypassed plate and plate serial numbers were simply canceled.
We suspect that there is more to this plate than we have been able to document, but
to draw additional conclusions would be speculative.

Conclusion

When we began our analysis of the plates treated here, we were seeking a
unifying technical pattern that might be common to all of them.  That didn’t hap-
pen.  We ended up dealing with four different situations:

late-used conventional printing plate $5 back 629
late-finished converted steel masters $10 SC 1934A faces 86 and 87
late-finished converted master bassos $5 back 637

$20 back 204
$1 back 470
$5 LT l928B face 147

resurrected plate serial number $5 SC 1934A face 307
The unifying theme that did emerge was that these peculiar plates, with the

likely exception of $5 SC 1934A 307, resulted from efforts to conserve resources by
squeezing the last bit of use out of any object in inventory that could be used to
print currency.  In most cases, these special plates were put into production during
World War II when critical commodities were in short supply and policies and pro-
grams were in place to promote resource conservation.

Each of the masters was handled in an ad hoc fashion as it was converted
into a printing plate.  For example, most received current macro plate serial num-
bers.  However, in the cases of $1 back 470, $5 back 637and $5 LT 1928B face 147,
the people who etched the numbers into the plates attempted to recreate micro num-
bers that were current when the numbers were assigned in the early 1930s.

The plates treated here were old objects with old numbers when they were
sent to press, so they created for collectors a rich suite of avidly sought varieties.
You now know why and how they came along to delight you.
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Figure 8.  Comparison between the
sizes of the plate serial numbers.  629
- conventional micro number placed
on $5 back 629 in 1933.  637 - micro
number added to $5 back 637 in
1944.  470 - intermediate number
added to $1 back 470 in 1943.  147 -
intermediate number added to $5 LT
1928B face 147 in 1943.  307 - con-
ventional macro number added to $5
SC 1934A face 307 in 1942.
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